
“Astro Haven” Astrology Conference
Lake Como

 September 26th  to  September 30th 2024

Lynn Bell      Maurice Fernandez  
Martin Sebastian Moritz     Marc Laurenson 

& Lisa Jones 



Itinerary

Friday Sept 27th                   Saturday Sept 28th                  Sunday Sept 29th
                                            
9.30am -11am                        9.30am – 11am                        9.30am – 11am              
Maurice Fernandez               Marc Laurenson                        Martin Moritz

11am -11.30am                     11am – 11.30am                      11am – 11.30am
Morning tea                            Morning tea                               Morning tea

11.30am – 1pm                     11.30 -1pm                                11.30am – 1pm
Martin Moritz                          Lisa Jones                                 Lynn Bell

1pm -2.30pm                         1pm – 2.30pm                           1pm – 2.30pm                 
Lunch                                       Lunch                                          Lunch

2.30pm -3.30pm                   2.30pm – 3.30pm                       2.30pm – 3.45pm
Lynn  Bell                                Maurice  Fernandez                   Marc Laurenson

3.30pm -4pm                         3.30pm – 4m                               3.45pm – 4.15pm
Afternoon tea                        Afternoon Tea                              Afternoon tea

4pm – 5.15 pm                      4.pm – 5.15pm                             4.15pm – 5.30pm
Lynn  Bell(Cont)                     Maurice Fernandez (Cont)         Lisa Jones
 
Thursday opening night         Saturday Social night           Monday Astro Forum



Meet your Presenter
ASTRO HAVEN - LAKE COMO

Maurice Fernandez - United States
Maurice Fernandez is a leading Evolutionary Astrologer
with a worldwide reputation of depth and excellence for
his diploma program in astrology, publications, and
consulting work. Maurice is the founder of I-
ASTROLOGER and RIVER OF STARS conferences. 

He is the recipient of the ISAR Community Service
Award (2022), the Orion Award for Outstanding
Contribution to Astrology (2022), and served as
president of the Organization for Professional
Astrology (OPA) for three consecutive terms (2014-
2020). 
For more details about his body of work:

www.mauricefernandez.com 

http://www.mauricefernandez.com/


FROM YIN TO YANG- SATURN and NEPTUNE on the ZERO
POINT
All slow moving planets are shifting from Yin/Feminine
signs to Yang/Masculine signs, aligning into a lesser trine
with the converging forces of this movement on the epic
conjunction of Saturn and Neptune on the zero Aries point
(2025-2026).
We are on the threshold of very important changes, and
like any birthing process, it combines both screams of joy
and pain.
Join us for an indeed epic voyage through these cycles –
Saturn/Neptune in Aries, Pluto in Aquarius, Uranus in
Gemini!

THE FORCE OF LOVE – The 12th HOUSE and the Dilemma
of Reincarnation
The existential question whether we want or not to BE
begins on the threshold of our Ascendant sign, between
the 12th and 1st house. Is incarnating an act of fate, lust,
bravery, or conscious love. Maurice will explore some of
the deepest questions about how the chart depicts our
ways to find solace, well-being, and peace in the thick of
life’s intensity.

Maurices Topics

From Yin to Yang- Saturn
& Neptune on the ZERO
POINT

The Force of Love - The 12th
house and the Dilemma of
Reincarnation



Meet your Presenter
ASTRO HAVEN - LAKE COMO

 

Martin Sebastian Moritz lives in Berlin. He started out
as actor and dancer, before he studied psychology
and astrology. With ten years of teaching
Psychodrama under his belt, he specializes in couple
therapy, often helped with astrological readings. He
teaches Psychological Astrology and also specializes
in Karmic astrology, gender issues and biography
work. He lectures all over the world and has given
talks at NORWAC, AA conference, Astrological Lodge,
KEPLER college, AFAN and CPA. He writes for
German and Swiss astrology magazines, as well as
for the Astrological Journal. He is the author of
'Pandora's box: The mysterious 8th house'.

Martin Sebastian Moritz - Germany

www.astro-via.com



Martins Topics

Mommie  dearest -
Mother and the moon
in the chart

Come into my Life:
The Descendant & its
Ruler

MOMMIE DEAREST - MOTHER AND THE MOON IN THE CHART

The moon, waxing and waning, can be an unstable luminary.
Associated with the mother, it is essential for our emotional well-
being. The placement of the moon in our chart can give the most
detailed information about our ability to implement our mother/ soul
nourishment issues into our personality. To link our experiences with
a mother figure in our childhood to our own ability as adults to care
for ourselves and others is a precious tool to find happiness in our
lives.

COME INTO MY LIFE: THE DESCENDANT & ITS RULER AS
SIGNIFIERS IN RELATIONSHIP ASTROLOGY

The ascendant-descendant axis has a special influence on our partner
choices. Why does an order loving Virgo ascendant attract dreamy,
sensitive, and potentially chaotic Pisces partners? Why does a
passionate Sagittarius rising attract argumentative and critical
Geminis? Opposites attract? Maybe. But we must look at the ruler of
the 7th house, the house in which it is places and what aspects it
forms. Along with planets in the 7th house, these patterns have a
profound effect on our partner choices.



Meet your Presenter
ASTRO HAVEN  - LAKE COMO

Marc Laurenson - Australia
Marc is the creator and principal teacher at the popular
Sydney Astrology School since 2007, going online
internationally in 2017.
He is an AAT (Accredited Astrology teacher) with the
Federation of Australian Astrologers.
Marc has a thriving consultation business Marc Laurenson
Astrology with a ‘wait list’ for readings. He describes his
Astrology style as Evolutionary with a psychological bent with
a goal of empowering people and guiding them toward more
fulfilling lives. Marc is a popular speaker on the circuit
including the ISAR Conference, FAA Conferences, Breaking
down the Borders Online Conferences, Synchronicity
University, London School of Astrology and OPA. He has also
written for many publications including Wellbeing Astrology
and the FAA Journal.
www.sydneyastrologyschool.com



Marcs Topics

The Yod and Spiritual
Reckoning

The Progressed  full
Moon, What now?

THE YOD AND SPIRITUAL RECKONING
The Finger of God Aspect pattern was given its name for reason.
Embedded in this cosmic configuration is an energy that takes us
way beyond the ego’s everyday needs. 
Here Karma is purified through a form of purging and selfless
service. How we do this and to what degree will be felt at a soul
level as we travel through life. 
In this talk I will not only be discussing the Yod in the Birth Chart
but also a Yod formed by a Transiting or Solar Arc Planet to your
Natal Planets. The timing of this occurrence could prove pivotal to
your Spiritual awakening

THE PROGRESSED FULL MOON.....WHAT NOW???
The Progressed Full Moon is up there with the most climactic times
of our lives. What began 14 years ago is now if full bloom, no more
toothpaste can come out of that tube. It’s as far as you can go.
How your life looks here will be the creation of what you have been
growing over the last decade and a half. It’s all there for you to see,
reality hits home.
Do you like what you see or not?? and what are you going to do
about it?? In this talk we will discuss this pivotal phase of life and
how we can make choices that benefit us so we can dance more
effectively to life’s lunar rhythm.



Meet your Presenter
ASTRO HAVEN - LAKE COMO

Lynn Bell - France
Lynn Bell has been a consulting astrologer for over four
decades, looking deeply into the enfolding cosmos, and the
way it emerges in the lives of each person she works with.  
Lynn is particularly interested in the archetpal images that
impact the soul and illuminate the psychological and
spiritual growth of individuals.  Lynn lives in Paris, was a
long time tutor for the now near mythic Centre for
Psychological Astrology in London, she now teaches online
for Astrology University and MISPA and has spoken all
around the world.  Among her many passionate adventures
in astrology is the exploration of family inheritance and the
craft of solar returns.  In 2016 Lynn was awarded the
Charles Harvey award for Exceptional Service to Astrology.  
She has also taught for Caroling Myss’s  CMED institute, and
the Chareres Wisdon School and more recently for
myss.com 
www.lynnbellastrology.com



Lynns Topics

Caught in the Complex:
Difficult patterns in the
Birth chart

Breaking the Spell:
Unbinding Difficult
Patterns

CAUGHT IN THE COMPLEX: DIFFICULT PATTERNS IN THE BIRTH CHART
Aspects come in many forms, stressful and dynamic, smooth and flowing.
At times more than one aspect comes together in a form that tends to lock
us into predictable and frustrating outcomes. When this happens, parts of
our chart function as if they are split off from the rest.  We become caught
in a complex. They may be triggered by difficult circumstances, and are
often more recognisable to others than they are to ourselves. It’s as if we
are under a spell. We will look at how to identify these structures in the
chart, and tease apart the underlying dynamic.

BREAKING THE SPELL: UNBINDING DIFFICULT PATTERNS
The power of inner feeling can be resistant to reason, and ideas run
through our minds like old enchantments.  Are we acting under a spell? 
At what moment do we ‘wake up’ to other possibilities, open a door and
step into another way of being in the world? How do we find a way into the
complex astrological signatures that lock us in? More fundamentally, we
will look at the key transits and progressions that help shift our
understanding and break the ‘spells’ that keep us caught in unhelpful
behaviours.



Meet your Presenter 
ASTRO HAVEN - LAKE COMO 

Lisa is a passionate Evolutionary Astrologer & Teacher,
Australian Bush Flower Practitioner, and loves to create
boutique astrology retreats including running over 20 of
Steven Forrests apprenticeship progams and her own sacred
site tours.  Amongst some of her training, Lisa has
completed qualifications through Astro Synthesis
(Melbourne), Master level through the Steven Forrest
Astrology program, she has a diploma in Counselling and
Group work and advanced certificates with Australian Bush
Flower Therapies. She is  also a tutor at the Forrest Centre
for Evolutionary Astrology, where she tutors all levels within
the school’s curriculum. Lisa’s practice is on the east coast
of Australia and specializes in mentoring upcoming
astrologers, and considers her evolutionary style and
intuitive nature to be her focus when supporting her clients.  
She is OPA certified astrologer and OPA satellite Australia.
www.aquariusrising.net.au

Lisa Jones - Australia



EXCUSE ME IM NOT CRAZY, MY PLANETS ARE OUT
OF BOUNDS! Ever wondered why there are aspects
of yourself that just dont add up when it comes to
doing things within the boundaries of what is
considered to be “normal”  Feel like you are pushing
the parameters even though you have mars in
capricorn in the 12th house?  Or maybe you just feel
a little crazy!  Lets explore what it really means
when you have planets out of bounds and how we
can harness this energy for good rather than evil!

COSMIC CONCOCTIONS, THE ART OF BLENDING
SOULS THROUGH THE LENS OF THE COMPOSITE
CHART.  The Alchemy of two souls, a powerful force
when two become one in a blending of their super
powers to create the entity we know to be the
relationship. During our time together, we will
explore how to understand the messages in the
Composite Chart and how it can best be watered to
grow into a beautiful flower.  

Lisas Topics

Excuse me,  Im not crazy
my planets are out of
bounds!

Cosmic Concoctions: The art
of blending souls through the
lens of the Composite chart



Hotel Posta, Moltrasio
Lake Como
Buongiorno! The Vanini-Taroni family and since 1932 have
been welcoming guests at Hotel Posta in Moltrasio. Their
history started in that year when Sperindio Vanini, a forward-
thinking man with a good business sense, decided to take
over what at the time was a place of rest and refreshment for
travelers going along the ancient Via Regina.
 
The hotel is situated just steps away from the water front of
Lake Como and is still today managed with passion by the
whole family, making you spend your free time in a relaxed
environment creating a home away from home.

Each room tastefully decorated, and a restaurant that is sort
out from all of Italy, this jewel of the Lake is one you will never
forget, creating an truly amazing experience for our retreat
and backdrop.

www.hotel-posta.it



An EU695.00 deposit is due to
confirm your place in the
program

With final balance due eight
weeks prior to start date
(unless payment plan is in
place)

Payment Plans are available

Early Bird options 

After Pay is also available*
(australian residents only)

Shuttle Pick up available

TWIN SHARE EARLY BIRD
EU1295.00+

TWIN SHARE NON EARLY
BIRD
EU1495.00

SINGLE EARLY BIRD
EU1695.00+

SINGLE NON EARLY BIRD
EU1895.00

All rooms have private
facilities

PACKAGE INCLUDES

4 nights/5 days Accomodation,
 Full Seminar and access to all

presentations, Breakfast, Morning
& AfternoonTea, Lunch, opening

dinner and social night

+Pay your deposit prior to March or sign up for an
early bird payment plan

All Enquiries and Registration
www.aquariusrising.net.au
info@aquariusrising.net.au

+61412013744

 



Things to Prepare
Before the Trip
Passport & Visa

Make sure to have a valid passport with at least 6
months expiration date.  
An ETIAS is required to enter Europe,for Australian
citizens from 2024 All other countries please check
Visa conditions.

Currency exchange
In Italy the currency is Euro. it is advised to
exchange some currency before your trip or
withdraw from ATMs once you arrive.

Climate.
During the times of September the climate is warm
throughout the day. Layers or a light jacket could
be required in the evening.

Travel Insurance
Travel insurance is essential. Contact me for any
further assistance in purchasing your treavel
insurance. 

Transportation to and from the hotel
Shuttle Pick ups are available from MIlapensa Airport
travel, other modes of transport also possible and will be
sent withwelcome packs on registration.

Malpensa is the closet airport to your destination in
Moltrasio



www.aquariusrising.net.au 
info@aquariusrising.net.au

Whatsapp +61412013744


